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Twelve months of pessimism Is a very, and corn will be in danger of eorly
very long spell. Human nature re- frost for several weeks to come.
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be more or less violent, especially un- aowevet, promise to stimulate orders,
der the mercurial American tempera- which are sure to come with increasment. But more important than this ing volume as the trade recovery
influence, which is of necessity un- already started makes further progstable, is the radical change in the ress. Easier money will also facilitate
earnmoney markets all over the world. new orders. Current railroad
ings when reported are likely to show
COUNTY ROAD BOARD DEFEATED The end of the Balkan war which1
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NO COMPLAINT FROM SOUTH
BASEBALL MANAGERS NAMED
,
New Orleans, Aug.
the, Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 21. Manrange of predictions as to this year's ager Frank A. Stortz of the state fair,
cotton crop is from twelve to sixtwen yesterday announced, that a commitmillion bales the predominance of tee, consisting of Frank McKee, Itoy
figures around . the 13,000,000-balMcDonald, O. A. Matson and C. Gramark is accepted as proof that the ham had been appointed and charged
crop will be in about that quantity with the duty of formulating a set of
unless decided improvement or deter- rules to govern this year's baseball
ioration should set in. If a 13,000,000. tournament at the fair. In addition
bale crop i8 made there will be no to this
committee, Mr. Stortz announccomplaining In the south. While this es that every baseball fan in Albuwill be a million and a half bales unquerque shall be a committee of one
der the crop of last year and three to
help boost the tournament and aid
million bales under the crop of 1911, in
making it the most successful ever
still it is regarded as an abundant held.
yield. With the almost unprecedentIt Is practically certain that the
ed occurrence of having three big teams
of the Copper league, compriscrop years in succession the financial
El Paso, Silver City, Hurley and
ing
prospects of the south are brighter Santa Rita will enter the tournament.
than ever before. Even the prosperThese teams have been playing organ
ous years just preceding the civil
ized baseball all summer, the first In
war are not excepted. The prospects
the southwest, and furnish a high ar
in Louisiana are overshadowed someof the great national pastime.
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yielded poorly this year widespread
damage would have resulted, but as
cotton, rice and corn have done so
well the absence of most of the rece-nu- e
usually coming from the cane
crop is not exerting a general
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HOPES BATTLE AT VERNON
Los Angeles, Aug. 21 Jess Willard
and "Bull" Young
today finished
battle, which
training for the
is to be pulled off in the Vernon
arena tomorrow night. Willard and
Young are rated as two of the largest
and strongest "white hopes." This
will be their third meeting in the
ring. Willard was the victor in both
of the previous bouts.
who require the best and purest
medicine see that you et Foley's Honey and Tar Compound in preference
to any other for coughs, colds, asthma,
hoarsiiess, tickling throat and lung
troubles. It is a strictly high grade
family medicine, and only approved
drugs of first quality are used In its
manufacture. It gives the best results
and contains no opiates. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store Adv.
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Something new, unique and attractive.
Mallory derbies and soft hats in the new
Fall styles are also here In wide variety;
Cravenetted, of course.
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Confidence

An integral part of the Dayton plan
of government is the short
ballot arid the elimination of
ward lines. At the same time a long
list of petty offices are taken off the
ballot and made appointive. Under
the new plan lhe commissioners are
chosen for a four year term, half of
.
the body being elected every
This feature of concentrating
responsibility in the hands of a few
men was desperately fought by' allot the old party machines.
The administration of the city la
divided into five departments,
of which are appointed by the:
manager. All remaining city officers
are subject to civil service appointment. A unique feature is the creation of a department of social welfare,
which ,In addition to supervising the

Well Founded

The implicit confidence that many
have In Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy Is
founded on their experience in the
use of that remedy and their knowledge of the many remarkable cures
of colic, diarrhoea and dystentery that
it has effected. For sale by all dealers.
Adv.
people

two-years-

If you sit in a cool draft when you
are heated and get a stiff neck or
THE DAYTON CHARTER
lame back, you will be looking for
something that will ease the pain
Fix your mind on BALLARD'S SNOW
LINIMENT and don't be talked out of
On August 12 the citizens of Dayit, because it is the best pain relieving
liniment you can get anywhere. Price ton followed the example set by Gal2.rc, 50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by veston after its
catastrophe and adoptCentral Drug Co. Adv.
ed a decidedly new type of municipal
The new charter proCOLLEGE GETS CAPTAIN MACON government.
for
the
balviding
short,
State College, Aug. 21. Captain
Edward N. Macon of Wahington, a re. lot, a city manager, and a legislative
tired officer of the United States commission, is said to be the most
advanced charter ever adopted by an
army, has been appointed professor
of military science and tactics at the American city. Dayton is the first
New Mexico College of Agriculture city of any size in tne country to acand Mechanics Arts, to succeed Major quire a city manager in place of a
Charles P. George, who has been re- multitude of elected officers, and the
lieved' by the war department on ac- first to combine the best features of
count of ill health. Captain Macon the old commission plan with the
comes to the college from the Fort manager idea.
The Dayton charter provides for
Union Military academy of Virginia,
five
commissioners who will have
where his work is reported by Inspectading officers as excellent. He will ar- purely legislative functions; the
beministration
the
of
business
city's
rive at the state college during the
"
ing left to a trained city manager emlatter part of August.
ployed by them. There is no diffusion of responsibility as seen in the
Constipation Is the starting point straight commission plan where each
for many serious diseases. To be heal- commissioner is in active
charge of
thy keep the bowels active and regu- a
department. To complete the ballar. HERBINE will remove all accumulations in the bowels and put the sys- ance of power, the people are given
tem in prime condition.
Price nOr the right of the initative, referendum,
Sold hy Central Drug Co. Aiv
protest and recall.

the-head-

department of health, parks and play
grounds, must make inquiries into the
causes of poverty and disease in the
city, and make recommendations to
the legislative body.
The new charter is also unusual
in providing for the complete administrative machinery of the city, designed in harmony with the most advanced Ideas of city management.
Plans are made for a scientific budget, complete auditing of city accounts, a modern accounting system,
purchasing agents standardization of
city supplies, time and service records, and many other advances. These
innovations are the result of Investigations made by the charter commission into the government of New
York, Philadelphia and Cincinnati.
The new charter' will take effect
January 1, 1914, and it si expected
that its results will be a decided stim-ulu- s
to the movement for better city
government.

n

Jennings, La., Aug. 21. Before a
repiesentative
gathering from all
parts of this parish an oil painting
of Jefferson Davis was unveiled
This parish, recently formed by
1
the division of the imperial Calcasieu,
is named after the president of the
confederacy. The painting was presented to the parish by the Jefferson
Davis Monument association of New
Orleans.
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heart this Mallory

The Mallory Scotch Finish Soft Hat

Ford factory.

Postmaster Antolne Deloria, Gardner, Mich., speaks for the guidance of
those troubled with kidney and Madder iregularities.'and says "From my
own experience I can recommend Fo
ley Kidney Pills. My father also was
cured of kidney disease, and many
neighbors were cured by Foley Kidney
Pills." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
A
Drug Store.-4V- d,
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EGebhart, Tablets Invariably bring relief. These

procedure.

SOFT AND STRAW

' K STIFF.

In

Oriole, Pa. That is not at all unusual. tablets are easy to take asd pleasant
An ordinary attack of diarrhoea can in effect. For sale
by all dealers.
almost Invariably by cured by one or
Adv.
two doses of this remedy. It Is one
of the most successful preparations
FIRE CHIEF GETS CAR
that has been discovered. Thousands
Albuquerque, Aug. 21. The city fire
have testified to Its value. For sale
Adv. department, Inrough Chairman Steve
by all dealers.
Coen of the fire committee, yestciday
SIMPLIFY COURT PROCEDURE
purchased a Ford 20 horsep-- ver roadsMontgomery, Ala., Aug. 21. At the ter for the use of Fire Chief KlIn.
end of this month Alabama will put The car, which il to be equipped wit'i
into effect an' Important reform in chtmical tank, small hose an j emercourt procedure. On and after Sep- gency fire apparatus, will
tarry two
tember 1 no case can be reversed by men and is guaranteed to make a
any other court in the state on a speed of 40 miles per hour, and can
mere technicality, unless it is shown do better in emergencies.
that the whole cause of the appellant
The car has been sent to the back,
is prejudiced. This change 1b expectshop to be repainted and when it
ed to reduce the work of the courts emerges in a few
days it will be clad
greatly and will mean the saving of In bright red instead of the somber
large sums of money for useless legal black which is the standard of the

DAVIS

$)';

the baseball tourney and this
sum, divided into first, second, third
and fourth monies, is expected to be
an incentive for the hardest fought series of games ever played In a state
fair tournament. In fact the baseball
games this year will be one of the
biggest features of the amusement
program of the fair.
prize

Diarrhoea Quickly Cured
"I was taken with diarrhoea and Mr.
Ills of Women
Yorks, the merchant here, persuaded
me to try a bottle of Chamberlain's
Many women suffer miserably from
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Rem- chronic constipation, causing nervousedy. After taking one dose of It I ness, dizziness and1 sallow complexion.
was cured. It also cured others that
They will find that Chamberlain's
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In every home where there is a
baby there should also be a. bottle of
McGEE'S BABY ELIXIR. It may be
needed at any time to correct sour
stomach, wind colic, diarrhoea or
summer complaint. It Is a wholesome remedy, contains no opium, morphine or Injurious drug of any kind.
Price 25c and 50c per bottle. Sold by
Central Drug Co. Adv.
MUNICIPAL

LEAGUE FORMED

Minneapolis, Aug. 21 The organization of. the Minnesota Municipal
league was accomplished here today
at a conference of mayors and other
officials of nearly all the leading cities of the state. Later in the year
the organization will hold its first
convention.
Kidney

Trouble

Adv.
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Ty Hosking, Caahitsf.
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$30.000 00

Office With (he San Mijjuel National Bank

With a Lame

Began
Back
915 Eighth St., Lincoln,

L. Hackl,
was recently cured of a bad case
of kidney trouble that started with a
lame back, and says: T am certainly
thankful in getting a cure of my kidney trouble by using Foley Kidney
O. G.
Pills. Try them yourself.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
,7.
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HELPLESS AS BABY

WHAT'S HAPPENING
ON THE RAILROADS

Down in Mind

Unable to Work,

and What Helped Her.

AUGUST

islation, which represents all tne leading rail lines in the country.
The annual interest charge on this
amount at 5 per cent it is pointed out,
would total $30,730,953. According to
the committee, the construction of
wooden passenger equipment practically has ceased and rapid strides are
being made toward fully equipping
or tteol
railways with either
underframe cars.
Reports received by the committee
from 247 companies operating 227.7)4
miles of track, disclose that between
January 1 and July 1 of the present
year, orders were placed for 1,140 passenger equipment vehicles, including
postal,, mail, baggage, passenger, express, parlor, sleeping, dining and
business cars. Specifications for I.0C1'
or 93.3 per cent of these provide for
construction, white the remaining cars will have steal under-frame-

21, 1913.

THREE

distance from eitner Pine or Payson.
Hemet to Have New Depot

escaping from the stack or live coals
Santa Fe Wants More Rails
The Santa Fe has made inquiries dropping from the ash pans of their
Summit Point, W. Va. Mis.
locomtives and make prompt report, Belle Emey, of this place, says: "1Anna
of the large steel companies in
sufwith an awful pain in
gard to placing an order for 30,000 so that front end nettings can be ex- fered for 15 yearscaused
from womanly
amined and repaired if found defect- my right side,
tons of rails.
trouble, and doctored lots for it, but withto
made
ash
alterations
and
ive,
pans.
out success. I suffered so. very much,
For Mechancal Reductiqn
that 1 became down in mind, and as helpOne way in which the number of
Dining Cars
y Sanitary
less as a baby. 1 was in the worst kind
engine failures may be greatly reducMore than a year ago the Baltimore of shape. Was unable to do
any work.
ed and the cost of locomotive main- & Ohio issued instructions governing
I
began taking Cardui, the woman's
tenance cut down is to nave complete employment for dining car service tonic, and got relief from the very first
data furnished to the mec'aanical en- and inaugurating the plan of conduct- dose. By the time I had taken 12 bottles, my health was completely restored.
gineer's office covering each defecsive ing examinations of the employes who 1 am now 48 years years
old, but feel as
part, whether It is crapped, brontvi handle food, in order to insure every good as 1 did when only 16.
Cardui certainly saved me front losing
or badly worn, and regardless of means of sanitation for the public.
whether it caused an engine failure or According to the circular issued at my mind, and 1 I feel it my duty to speak
in its
wish 1 had some power
was found while the engine was be that time, the applicant must submit over favor.
poor, suffering women, and could
Of 1.8S0 passenger equipnmnt veing cleaned or repaired. One man to a physician's examination and De make them know the good it would do
hicles
asquired in 1909 by the railthem."
classshould be assigned to study and
free from all traces of physical ailIf you suffer from any of the ailments roads, 26 per cent were built of steel,
to
determine
in
order
this
data
ify
ment. Special care is given by the
to women, it will certainly be 22.6 per cent hid steel undernames,
just what steps should be taken to im- physicians In charge of the examina- peculiar
worth your while to give Cardui a trial. and 51.4
cent were constructed of
some
a
cases
In
conditions.
prove
tions in order to detect contagious It has been helping weak women for wood. Inper
the railroads purchas1912
radical change In design may be nec- diseases, and any applicant so afflict- more than 50 years, and will help you.
ed 2,660 cars for passenger service,
too.
or
a
in
other
slight change
essary,
ed is rejected. The precautionary regand of the total 68.7 per cent were of
Try Cardui. Your druggist sells it.
rearrangement of the parts or apparal ulations of the dining car department
steel
and only 10.4 per cent of wood'.
Writt
to:
Medicine Co., Ladies'
tus may eliminate the trouble, while go farther and Instruct the dining car
Chattanooga
Advisory Dept., Chattanooga, Term., for Sfeu.xl
This Is shown by a statement preparin still other cases it may be neces- officials to practice close scrutiny as Instructions on your case and
book, "Home
Treatment for Women," in plain wrapper. N.C. 12
ed by the committee on relations of
sary to change the grade of material to the appearance of the men in this
railway operation to legislation of the
used for the purpose. Unless this is branch of the service ana their genA.
American Railway association.
done it Is quite possible on a road eral fitness for handling food. Emwill begin early this fall.. When com- comparison of the number of stcl
to
of average size for a given part
ployes who are crippled or who are
it will have cost the railway passenger equipment cars In use Janfail on several locomtlves during a disfigured in any way, or who have pleted
company
rryore than $100,000 and will uary 1, 1909, and January 1. 1913,
year and yet remain unnoticed because peculiar formations on the hands, face
was an 'ncrease in
the failures may have taken place at or other parts of the body, are given finish the quarter million dollar pro- shows that there
cars during that
of
these
the
number
a
outlined
for
few
gram
Topeka
different points, and in some cases other work. Cleanliness is an
'
of 1,05 per cent.
months
period
ago.
headSanta Fe to Buy New Road
at
not
noticed
have
been
may
feature of dining car excelThe new power plant will be built
Oklahoma City, Okla., Aug. 21. Acquarters because they did not result lence quite lis important as the
west of the present building used for
Maintaining a Bad Crossing
in engine failures. It is only by tabuand all employes of the departcording to information received from
he
AtchiMo., Aug.
Carrolton,
will
this
be
constructed
It
depurpose.
various
the
and
what is considered a reliable source,
classifying
ment are required to keep themselves
lating
son, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway comfects for the entire system and taking neat and cleanly.
the Santa Fe railroad will assume the
At all terminal of structural steel and corrugated iron
into consideration the number of loco- points where dining car crews remain and will house all tho hollers, pumps, pany is charged with maintaining a ownership and control of the Oklahoma
motives on which each particular part the men are provided with baths and and necessary machinery for the dis- dangerous crossing by a, coroner's Central In the immediate future, probtribution of heat and power among jury as a result of an accident near ably1 on
Is used, that conditions can he Intel- quarters for sleeping.
September 1. Since the adophere last Friday which caused the
the buildings in the shop territory.
ligently improved to reduce the
tion
an overwhelming vote of the
Conservative Improvement
by
The preliminary plans for the erec- death of six persons. Mr. and Mrs. amendment to Article 9, Section 5 of
ber of failures with a minimum exA more conservative
over
Mr.
and
Carl
of
Forbes
Sacramento,
penditure of the time and money to the expenditure of vast sums for im- tion of this power house have been on
the state constitution to permif tha
William Roberts of Brookfield,
procure the best results. If records provements .on the Atchison, Topeka file In the engineering headquarters in Mrs.
and selling of railroad lines in
buying
Brook-fielof
Mrs.
MaDel
Warner
Mo.,
of this kind are kept and classified & Santa Fe
railway Is the new policy Topeka for some time. Only the direct
Oklahoma, reports have been circulata
victims
when
were
the
pas
for a period of several years, it Is pos- of the road as advanced by general authority from Chicago remained to
ed freely to the effect that the Santa
sible to quickly and accurately de- officers of the road In Topeka. To allow the completion of the details senger train struck the motor car in Fe was
were
negotiating with the OklahoFivte
which
were
riding.
they
termine just what parts can be at- prove this theory the road has placed and the call for bids. This authority
ma Central with the view of
hours
two
one
died
and
killed
taking it
recoutright
If
tacked with the best results.
a cold flat pancake denial on the has been received and the contract
over.
For many years past, ever
after the accident occurred.
ords of this kind are not kept, then story from Albuquerque to the effect will be let as soon as possible.
since the building of the smaller lino,
the scrap pile offers the next best that the road has plans for $20,000,000
The rapid growth of the Santa Fe
it
has been rumored that the two lines
Progress In Oklahoma
opportunity for securing information in double track betterments in Ari- railway shops In Topeka the largest
would
be consolidated whenever
Gov21.
it
'Oklahoma
Okla,
Aug.
City.,
as to the failure of the various parts. zona and New Mexico. The company In the world in the last few
years ernor Cruce drove the first
at could be done without violation of the
spike
This is particularly true where 'con- at this time has many miles of double has made it
necessary for Increased Ardmore in the construction of the state laws. Dorset Carter, President
ditions make it necessary to ship all track in these two states completed
The addition of new
facilities.
power
Oklahoma. New Mexico and Pacific of the Oklahoma Central and builder
of the scrap which Is to be sold, to
recently at a cost of many millions of departments, the construction of new
the new Ringling lino, which of the system, has favored and active
one central part of the system. For dollars. Extensions of the Colemaiv
railroad,
a motive power office
shops,
paint
estabin
is
course
of construction west from ly supported all the proposed amend
instance, when the Santa Fe
Lubbock line from Lubbock to Texlco,
and an ex that
The Kenefick Construction ment to the Article 9, Section 9. He
lished the scrap plant at Corwith, 111., N. M., a distance of 89 miles, Is about building, heating apparatus
city.
tension of the machine shop have overthose in charge noticed that as the completed and will add greatly to facompany of Kansas City, which has has been anxious to sell his line to
taxed the facilities of the old power
certain
out
was
sorted
contract for building the line, has the Santa Fe or to some other large
the
parts
scrap
cilities in handling this year's crops. plant.
which were used in equipment that The
much
of the material already on hand. railroad operating in the state, as it
opening of this line completes
The new machinery will be the
had only been on the road for a few the new through route between the
Ties and steel rails for 100 miles of road cannot be operated with profit a3 an
latest in modern machine art and will
have been shipped. The old right Of independent line.
years, appeared in large numbers. In- Pacific coast and the Gulf of Mexico
be
Installed at a large cost. The old
showed
these
that
parts by way of Belen and Texlco. AccordCorporation Commissioner' Georga
vestigation
way of the Arkansas and Choctaw has
plant will be converted into an elec- been
had failed, due to defective design,
acquired and the first 20 miles A. Henshaw, who assisted in the preing to those who recently have been trical
department where the dynamos will be easily and hurriedly built for paration of the amendment, which was
and the purchasing agent was there- in the
territory served by the Santa
fore in a position to ask the builders Fe the outlook is for fair crops, al- and other electric power machinery the reason that much of the grading adopted August 5, stated Tuesday
will be located.
to furnish new parts of a better deis already done. Two new towns will that he knew that owners and officials
though rain Is badly needed In some
It will cost the Santa Fe nearly be built between Ardmore and the of the Santa Fe and Oklahoma Centhe
to
no
at
railroad,
expense
sign
sections in order to pull corn through
thus preventing the continuance of in good shaps as was promised a few $100,000 for the Installation of new main line of the Rock Island. The tral had been negotiating with a view
failures and resulting in a consider- weeks ago. Unless universal rains alternating current electric generating new road runs muuch closer to the of consolidating the two systems, but
able saving. Railway Age Gazette.
are had before long it is maintained apparatus In the shops and for the new Carter and Stephens county oil fields he said he did not know that the deal
Danger From Engine Sparks
that serious, damage will be added to boilers, stokers and coal and ash han- than any now in operation and Mr. had been closed. That the deal had
The Chicago & Alton has Issued Im- that already done. Car loadings are dling apparatus.
Ringling expects to build a pipe line, been closed would not be surprising to
The authority received today for
perative orders to all engineers to satisfactory and those in close touch
probably to one of the new towns, him, he said.
carefully note all Instances of sparks with the situation are sanguine In re- the constructilon of the power plant where the oil can be delivered to the
Attorneys Bledsoe and Cottingham,
addition brings the total expenditures railroad.
spect to the future outlooe.
He and his associates have who represent the Santa Fe lines in
outlined for the Topeka shops this year
Century of Railroads
acquired 20,000 acres of land in the Oklahoma, were out of the city TuesThis year marks the centennial of to more than a quarter of a million oil fields and will proceed to develop day. Assistants in their office knew
the steam locomotive. From a curious, dollars.
them as soon as the railroad is ready nothing of the purported deal between
The pouring of concrete began to to handle
crude mechanism drawing a few tons
the two lines. The Santa Fe has not
the oil.
of coal at a rate of five miles an hour day on the foundation work of the new
made application to the
corporation
the steam locomotive has pushed its $100,000 addition to the machine
commission for permission
Santa Fe Scenic Highway
to take
will
The
contractors
the
rush
way into every continent, and today shops.
Prescott, Ariz., Aug. 21. From Hoi over the Oklahoma Central, but as no
Severe Case of a Philadelphia trains de luxe are flying over superb work that the Topeka Bridge and Iron brook and Globe has come report difncuult in semiring such permission
Works company may complete the that a
corps of Santa Fe engineers is expected it is of little concern
Woman Her Symptoms. tracks, across wonderful bridges and steel
"
enclosure before cold weather. has been working
through mountains, in lands which
through Tontq whether it has or not. Application
100 The machine shop addition increases
uncivilized
were
or
unknown
on
or
the survey
a could be made, and permission grantbasin, apparently
"I had a severe
Philadelphia, Pp..
case of nervous prostration, with palpi- - years ago, The locomotive has made the facilities of the Topeka shops by railroad that may connect those two ed, in a day.
tation ot the heart, possible our great cities and seaports; allowing working room for 200 more points, on a grade that will take adThe Oklahoma Central has 133 miles
constipation, head- it has created states out of vast va- expert shopmen.
vantage of the elevation of the Sierra of track in central Oklahoma, running
aches, dizziness, cant territories.
Without it the pro- American Reads Better Than Foreign Ancha mountains in the effort to from Chickasha to
Lehigh, It touchnoise in my ears,
world would practically
ducts
the
of,
How American railroads compare climb the great rim of the Mogollon es Grady, McCIain, Garvin, Pontotoc
timid, nervous, resta
with those of Europe is shown by the plateau. As far bacfc an 1881 a simi- and Coal counties. The system cost
less feelings and remain where they grew, and only
small fraction of what Is raised would London Statist, whicn m
sleeplessness.
commenting lar line was projected southward about $15,000 per mile to build, in"I read in the pa- ever be grown. The greatest working upon English railroads, makes the fol- from Flagstoff and about 50 miles of cluding the cost of construction
of
per where a young instrument of industry in times of lowing comparison with the Pennsyl- the line was built, only to descend to track and purchase of
or
equipment
been
had
woman
peace, yet equally essential to mod- vania railroad:
use as the logging road of mills at aa total cost of about
$2,000,000. The
cured of the same ern
shuttle which
warfare, it the
"Assuming an average rate in this Flagstaff. The Southern Pacific made line connects Chickasha with the Rock
'
troubles by taking weaves
the fabric of a nation, by country of about 12d per ton
Pinkham's
E.
per mile, a couple of surveys through Tonto Island lines which run north and south
Lydia
reason of easy and constant inter- - the freight traffic of the whole of the basin in connection with its proposed
Vegetable Compound so I threw away
and east and west, with the Frisco,
the medicines the doctor left me and be- communteatfon. It has become In railways of England, Scotland,1 Ire- Durango-Globshort cut line, but which runs southwest
and northeast;
gan taking' the Compound. Before I these days the pioneer, and people, land and Wales would reach
settler upon a route northward at Purcell with the main line of
0 finally
the
had taken half a bottle I was able to sit pulpit and press now follow in Its
ton miles.. The freight traffic from Rice station on the Gila Valley Santa Fe, which runs from
to
Chicago
up and in a short time I was able to do wake instead of blazing for it a path.
short
distance east of
conveyed by the Pennsylvania system railroad, a
at
alt my work. Your medicine has proved So
Ada
with
the
Galveston;
and
Katy
dependent upon its service have alone exceeds 41,000,000,000 ton miles, Globe. That the Santa Feshould deitself able to do.all you say it will and I
Frisco; at Tupelo with the Katy and
have recommended it in every household we become that to utterly paralyze its or more than three times the amount sire a share of the heavy freight' traf- Missouri, Oklahoma and Gulf
and at
1 have visited.
rs.
district is conMary Johnston, operation for long would mean death of work performed in conveying fic of the
with the Katy and Rock
Lehigh
from cold and famine to millions of
210 Siegel Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
freight by the whole of the railways sidered only natural, but the move
'
our people. Let us,' then, tnink kindly of this country. In the United
a surprise
King- reported is, nevertheless,
Another Bad Cape.
According to a statement of Comof this magnificent machine, for it dom the
railways now convey about to those familiar with the tentative
Ephrata, Pa. "About a year ago I
was down with nervous prostration. I has done vastly more good than harm, 530,000,000 tons of freight an average agreement that has divided northern missioner Henshaw, the Oklahoma
Central has a valuation of approxiwas pale and weak and would have hys- and while often used as the Instru- distance of about 25
miles, whereas and southern Arizona between the
teric spells, sick headaches and a bad ment of unscrupulous financiers in the
mately $3,000,000.
Pennsylvania system last year two great trunk lines. If the Santa
I was the past, it really deserves better
pain under my shoulder-bladthe
build
it
tons
conveyed 473,000,000
of freight Fe should
projected line,
under the care of different doctors but treatment
of our law malTers than has an average distance of 87 miles."
would gain for its advertising the
Superintendents Confer
did not improve.
I was so weak I could
accorded' in these latter days.
of another scenic wondef, the
hardly stand long enough todo mydishes. been
Proposed Federal Law to Cost Heavily
Chicago, Aug. 21. Tho iwenty-sec-onNew Power Plant for Topeka
' Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable ComThat it will cost the railroads
natural bridge of Pine creek, a short";
annual convention o the AmeriThe engineering department of the
pound has made me well and happy and
to comply with the proposed
can Association of Railroad SuperinI have begun to gain in weight and my Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway federal law
Tne Man Who Put the tendents began in this city today,
requiring them' to replace
face looks healthy now." Mrs. J. W.
E E s la F E E T
company received authority today the present wooden passenger equipwith headquarters at Hotel Sherman.
Horneerger, R. No. 3, Ephrata, Pa. from the office of the vice president ment with steel cars
for This
Look
statement
is
the
Pio.
In addition to receiving the reports
' If yon want special advice write to in
tureon the label when buying
Chicago to work out detailed plans contained in a bulletin received in
of officers and standing committees
E.
Pinkham
l)
ALLEN'S
Co.
Medicine
lydia
rCSTEAS2 the convention discussed the
for the Immediate erection of a new; Vevas today from special committee of
handling
Lynn, Mass. Tour letter will
The Antiseptic Powder for Ten.
.
be opened, read and answered by a power plant in the local shop district. the American Railway association on
der, Aching Feet.
Sold every, of explosives, inflammables and other
5'e. Sample FHKJJ. Addresi,
where.
"woEi.in and hld la strict coufldence. The construction work on the plant relations of railway operation to leg
AIXtN S. OLMSli-J- . I Hoy. N. V.
dangerous articles.
all-ste-

There is reaJly.

Hemet, Col., Aug. 21. After a year
of effort on the part of the Commercial club
and ' individual citizens,
Hemet is to have a new railway station, representing an outlay of $8,000.
The Santa Fe company, through General Manager Hibbard, has sent word
that work will be commenced at once.
The blue prints of the proposed struc
ture shew tho depo't to be much larg-- i
er and lipffpr prnn'nnprl thru, tlm liannl
station in the average town. The new
depot will face on Florida 'avenue,
just' west of Front street, and will
have a length of 175 feet, nortn and
south. The estimated cost is in the
neighborhood of $3,000, of which the1
salvage of the old depot which will be
connected with the new building and
used as a freight room, is $1,700. The
new depot will be splendidly adapted
to the needs of the city. The entrance
will be a roofed cement open space,
with something of a pergola effect,
18x24, and the main wafting room
will be 20x24, with comfortahle seating arrangements, wash rooms, toilets,
water coolers and all the comforts
provided in the larger cities. The office room and equipment is modern
in every way and provides ample
room for the employes. The freight
rooms are 24x110 feet, with indoor
scales, convenient approaches, Bpecial
baggage equipment and is calculated to
meet the needs of the city for many
years.

a great deal of satisfaction
in knowing that you can
keep cool and comfortable
during the Summer
months by using some of
the convenient Electrical
Appliances.
The Electric Coffee Percolator enables you
to brew coffee quickly and easily, coffee that
retains all the exquisite, delicious aroma,
the savory taste and the real goodness of

the coffee bean.

With the Electric Bread Toaster, appetizing
toast is conveniently prepared right on your
dining room table.
The Electric Fan, the Electric Curling Iron,

the Electric Grill and many other1 handy
appliances will aid in making life really
worth living during the sultry summer
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Round trip tickets will be on sale
daily, commencing June 1 to September 30, 1913, good to return
up to and including Oct. 31, 1913.
(Pueblo . . $11.90
Fare for round trip Colo. Sp'gs $13.70
(Denver, . . $16.60
Tickets are first class good for stop
overs in either direction within final
limit. For fares to other points, please
call at ticket office.
D. L.
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of the street, driving un the wrong gutter before his place of business?
o
of at least six affiliated lcoai unions
turn
out
to
failure
and
such use. Considerable
side,
discussion
give up
are
not
We
the
ia. required for nomination" and the over the Mexican
but
"agin
guvment"
half the road and several other relatsituation followed.
'
ed matters. These penalties are strin- unless the laws regulating careless entire membership will vote for the
Consideration of tariff bill was regent. A few lay drivers broueht to driving are enforced we are going to eleven officers to be chosen, a na sumed, Senator Pittman speaking in
tional delegate and three t3'.Ter3 only
support of the bill.
will be elected by the defaces.
or given a few days in jail would do
Philippines committee approved ap
a lot to ' advertise the penalties of By the way, what's the matter with
pointment of Representative Harrison
CHILDREN ATTEMPT SUICIDE
that law. We favor making an exam- having- aj meeting of the Las Vegas
as governor general of Philippines.
local of the Goods Roads association
Denver, Aug. 21. Two children,
House: Not In session; meets Friple of a few of them.
George Peace,- 13, and Lillian Hicks, day.
The dollars of which they would be pretty soon?
o
colored, 17' attempted to commit sui
mulcted and they days they would
Lobby investigating committee conFrom
the
market
report we glean cide today because their parents here tinued its hearing.
epend In Jail for infractions of this
law would' be mighty cheap compared the information that bonds were reproved them. The boy swallowed
Democrats'
continued their caucus
to the human lives they frequently steady. The country Is again offic- a bottle of red ink. He was taken to on administration currency bill.
the county hospital and the liquid
risk through their careless handling ially saved.
-pumped from his stomach. The girl
of teams.
"0
The proper remedy for
is had been whipped by her mother, and
o
The daughter ot a. Mitchell, Bag
a husky traffla policeman with a club some time later she was found uncon dad, Ky.,
had a bad case of kldnev
THAT DECISION
about tea feet long and Instructions scious, having taken poison. She will trouble and they feared her health
was permanently impaired. Mr. Mitchrecover.
to use it freely.
ell says, "She was in terrible shape
The decision of Judge D. J. Leahy
o
but I got her to take Foley Kidney
v re yesterday that the county treasWe have not seen Colonel D. K. B.
curPills and now she is
Important to Dyspeptics
urer should pay warrants drawn upon Sellers name in any of the Albuquer
Bear in mind that Chamberlain's ed." Women are more completely
liable to have
Improve the appetite, strength- kidney trouble than men and will fin"3
;he load fund by tho county comtnis-:im-"'que papers in connection with Good Tablets
en
digestion and1 regulate the Foley Kidney Pills a safe dependable I
h a distinct vic!.-- y for that Rofuls Da v. .!s din -- clone! asleep at liverthe
and bowels. Just what you need. and honest medicine. O. O. Schaefer
IS
a
alHO
is
.ixly.
long step toward the fork of the road, for once?
For sale by all dealers.
AdT. and Red Cross Drug Store. Adr.
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oaey Bringing Gcod Returns to Yoii?
Na safer nor better pla.ee than a good farm Joan; nets
you 6 per cent; no trouble, no expense; write or ca.ll

our

S

,

to see us for

particulars)

PEOPLES BANK

TRUST CO.

e&

CAPITAL $113,000,00
EAST LAS VEGAS

-

-

-

NEW MEXICO

-

York-Detro-

o-- -.

Express Bring Us

NEW ARRIVALS
In Women's Suits and Dresses

1

--

"WE

take pleasure in announcing the arrival of a limited
quantity of Women's Suits and Dresses, All the new
est lines to be brought out for Fall and Winter 1913 1914
will be found in these lovely creations of the Tailors' Art
It is a real pleasure to show these Garments and we earn,
estly solicit a visit to our rapidly growing ReadyTo'Wear
Department. We are exhibiting suits like cut and a fine
variety of other models. The prices are reasonable and we

'r

ie

quote the dresses and suits from

mil
;

'

S10,00 to $50,00
Store cf Quality"
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The Hub Clothing Co. Store, where the
rupt sale is going on, will not open until
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avoid-edthoug- h
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big-

This is made necessary by the necessity for time
to get the stock backjn stiape afteDjthe rush of today.
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The entire stock of the HUB Clothing Company has been purchased at
bankrupt sale at a ridiculously low price by the undersigned, and will be
closed out at prices never before heard of in Las Vegas
Remember this stock is nearly all new fresh goods of the latest styles and
patterns, and many of the lines are still unbroken
7.

JsmSJ

L

11

21.

Lis

-

r7

uu
Men's shirts of all kinds, colored and white, plain
and plaited. Outing shirts, working shirts

The line of underwear offered at this sale is about
as complete as any in the city, both silk and cotton,
union and two piece.

Fiiii

BIB MSSOflTtWEillT

lGGQ2tH2Qn$ Of SiSQS 'SSttti GoiOPO

A7(
An elegant line of fashionable neckties of every
conceivable patternall new styles and colors. The
cut in this line is more than 50 per cent.
JThH LMq

of LigBi3

C&Mdps

Don't fail to visit the shoe department while in the
store. Some of the greatest bargains will be found
here. Some of the lines are broken as to sizes, but if
you find what you want you find a decided barga.ni.

Latest John B. Stetson Hats in many different
patterns will be sold at astonishingly low prices but
they, like the rest of this fine stock must go and go
quick. Other good makes of hats in the stock.

The stock of overalls is large and complete

asto

sizes.

,

Gome Bad Bet VJiini

W&gM

Dead

P
11

good line broken as to sizes, but big bargains"
In both dress ahdtworkglovesif:j
A'

VJq.

Can Fit You

An immense line of men's and boy's caps in both
cloth and leather.
1

,

onto csztl 'Sqq i Ircin
f!

There are many other articles that cannot be mentioned, but when you visit the storejust
ask for what you want. If it belongs in a clothing store, you will find it
Remember this sale will last just a few days, and in order to get what you want, it iVwell
not to put off coming
IT IT
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Township 14, North of Range 13
LOBBY RESTAURANT AND CAFF
East, of the New Mexico Meridian,
ON In the District Court of the Fourth and being the same property describ
17
SHORT ORDER8 AND REGULAR DINNERS
Judicial District of the State of New ed in a
Insure Prompt Deliveries ml Minimum Cm pmnmm
from the United States
BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
THE
patent
can
Mexico, Sitting in and for the Coun- of America, dated
Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom you
January 21, 1909,
horse
than
in
power
ty of San Miguel.
operation cheaper
and recorded In Book 71. Pase 5G6,
satisfy. Durable in construction, reliable
Henry W. Kelly,'
of records "of deeds in the office of
'
"
" U K OC E
j..m..m
Plaintiff,
the County Clerk of said San Miguel
No.7549.
vs.
County, and more particularly boundit
Joel P. Whitney, et als.,
ed as follows:
Defendants.
LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second and
CHAPMAN
Beginning at corner No. 1, situate
A. M.TRegular comTo Joel P. AVhitney, Cleofas Baca on the south
fourth
Thursday evening each
boundary of the Pueblo
de Casaus, Hilario Baca, Eloi Baca, !do Pecos Grant, at west 10 chains
munication first and month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
third Thursday In brothers cordially invited. Howard T.
Frederico Baca, Aurelia Baca, Abe'-lin- a from the third mile corner in Town-- I
each month. Ylilting Davis, Dictator; J. Thornhill,
R. de Baca, Fred "iValsen, Cora
twelve
ship fifteen north of Range
brothers
Walsen Shannon, Freda Walsen Ren-sha46
A
cordially
east
13
thence
south
degrees
jeast;
i
Wm. P. Mills,
Mrs. Allen Chamberlain, Alex- 'chains to corner No.
AH MF
2; thence south
ADVEPRATES TOR CLASSIFIED
W. M., H. S
so Petten, Secretary. J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541,
de 39
ander Levy, Rebecca Marquez
degrees east 1 mile and 40 chains
TISEMENTS
Andres
Marquez, Guadalupe to corner No. 3; thenco south 5 deSena,
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Marquez de Chene, The First National grees east 40 chains to corner 4;
of the month in the vestry rooms
day
Bank of Santa Fe, Fred Z. Salamon, thence south 24 degree's east 75 chains Five cents per line each Insertion.
TEMPLAR
Reg-- f of
..t KNIGHTS
Monteflore at 8 o'clock P.
Temple
II. Z. Salamon, Mary E. Chapman, to corner No. 5; thence east 1 mile 20 Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
'V
ilar conclave nee d Tues- m Visiting brothers are cordially inCharles C. Chapman, Bertha Chap- chains to corner No. 6; thence south No ad to occupy less space than two
day in each month at Ma- vited. Isaac Appel, President;, Charles
All advertisements
lines
charged
sonic Temple at 7:39 p. m. O. H.
man, Elizabeth C. Donald, Mrs. Robert 40 degrees east 15 chains to corner
Greenclay, Secretary.
will be booked at space actually set
Kinkel, B. C; Cbas. Tamme.
Forsythe, Francisca Padilla de Cha- No. 7; thence south 39 degrees eaBt
Investigate its merits and obtain full particubrs from
to
of
number
words.
without
regard
ves, Reyes Padilla, Anastacio Padilla, 2 miles 25 chains to corner No. 8;
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LOPGE NO.
Cash In advince preferred.
Tecdoro Valdez, Antonio Valdez, Ra- thence south 62
CHARLES ILFf.LD COMPANY,
65
east
1.
Meets every Monday evening at
degrees
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY their
fael Martin y Trujillo, Higinlo Martin, chains 38 links to corner No. 9;
hall on Sixth street. All visiting
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con brethren
Anna Maris Rodriguez, Francisca Pa- thence north 1 mile 47 chains 70
cordially invited to attend.
vocation first Monday in F. D.
dilla, Felipe Mares, Inez Mares, Guada- links to corner No. 10; thence north
Fries, N. G.; Gus Lehman, V. G.;
each month at Masonic T. M. Elwood,
lupe Mares, Meliton Mares, Eulogio G degrees 55 minutes west 42 chains
Secretary; Karl Wertz,
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H. Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemetery
Mares, Encarnacion Mares, Eutimio to corner No. 11; thence north 42
B. Hubbard, II. P.; F. O,
Mares, Higinto Mares, Pablo Mares, degrees 30 minutes west 95 chains to
1,050 FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR
rustee.
,
Estevan
Precillana
Baca,
Blood,
Baca,
Secretary.
deIgnacio
corner No. 12; thence north 46
Baca, Luciano Baca, Francisco Baca, grees west 38 chains to corner No. 13;
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
Epimenla Baca, Teofila Baca, Gavino thence west 14 chains to corner No.
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
S. Meets first and third Fridays
Baca, Pilar Baca, The UnltnoVn Heirs 14; thence north 52 degrees west 33
OPTIC'S NUMB&I'. MAI
Love at Woodmen of the World hall,
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple, Mrs. on the second and fourth Mondays of
of Manuel Baca y Ortiz, The Un- chains to corner No. 15; thence north
O. Rutledge, Worthy Matron; Mrs.
known Heirs o Fred Walsen, The Un- 7
to
corner
20
chains
west
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
degrees
.
of B. Jesus Marquez, The No.
Heirs
known
Agnes
Tripp, Secretary. Telephone Sonsnl; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W.5
16; thence north '4 degrees west
Jf.'
Main 329.
Unknown Heirs of Truman F. Chap- 18 chains to corner No. 17; thence
Montague, Local Deputy. Visiting
ft
man, The Unknown Heirs of Francisca north 56 degrees east 24 chains to WANTED Girl at Harvey's ranch.
members are especially welcome and
NO.
The Unknown corner No. 18; thence north 47 'deBROTHERHOOD
FRATERNAL
Padilla de Chavez,
cordially Invited.
102 Meets every Monday night at
Heirs of Reyes Padilla, The Unknown grees west 43 chains to corner No. WANTED Young native girl for light
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
414 Columbia.
housework.
Heirs of Anastacio Padilla, The Un- 19; thence north 10 degrees west 6
Valdess, The
Teodoro
of
Heirs
8 o'clock.
known
Visiting members are corNo.
corner
thence
to
north
chains
20;
LOCAL TIME CARS
OVERLAND MODF. 59 T
Antonio
Valdez,
WANTED
Heirs
of
welcome.
J. C. Wertz, Presilnknown
Experienced dining room dially
13 degrees east 71 chains to corner
The Unknwn Heirs of Rafael Martin No. 21, situate on said south bounhelp. Plaza hotel.
dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C. H.
Telephone or call and we will have our demony Trujillo, The Unknown Heirs of dary of Pueblo de Pecos grant; thenco
Baily, Treasurer.
Eas; Bcund
Girl for general house
Higinio Martin, The Unknown Heirs west three miles ten chains to corner WANTED
Arrive
Depart
show you
work.
Mrs. I. Appel, 1011 Eighth B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and No. 2.. .. 9:10 p. m... 9:15 p. m,
of Josefita Martin y Padilla, The Un- No. 1, the
place of beginning;
street.
known Heirs of Anna Maria Rodriguez,
fourth Tuesday evening of each No. 4.. ..11:05 p. m... 11:05 p. m
secen thousand three hundred
PaFrancisca
Heirs
Co
of
Unknown
The
&
machine
Elks' home on Ninth street and No 8.
2:05 a. m. .,. .2:10 a. m
month
0
forty-tw(7342.06) acres;
and
Vegas Automobile
avenue.
dilla, The Unknown Heirs of Felipe according to the special plat of survey
Visiting brothers No. 10.. . . 1:45 p. m... 2:10 p. m
Douglas
Fesr
are cordially invited.. Gov. Wm. J.
Mares, The Unknown Heirs of Inez certified by the Surveyor
Whalen, & Fowler Preps
Prone Main 344,
We,st Bound
General,
Mares, The Unknown Heirs of Guada- July 20, 1893, on file in the General
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Arrive
Depart
bVR SALE Horse,
good size, no Secretary.
lupe Mares, The Unknown Heirs of Land Office of the United States.
.. 1:29 p. m... 1:45 p. m.
No.
pony, tough, 9 years old; used to
Meliton Mares, The Unknown Heirs
6:15 a. m.
. . 6:10 a. m...
No.
And you and each of you are further
35 mile trips, single or
double; KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN- No.
of Eulogio Mares, The Unknown Heirs notified that unless you enter or cause
4:30 p. m.
. . 4:20 p. m...
worth $100. What offer? 803 Jack
and No.
Kncarnacion Mares, The Unknown to be entered
NO. 804. Meets second
CIL
.
7:00 p. m.
m.
.
.
6:35
p.
in
said
your appearance
son avenue.
Jefferson Raynolds, President.
Heirs of Eutimio Mares, The Unknown cause on or Before tne sth day or
urth Thursday in O. R. C. hall,
Heirs of Higinio Mares, The Unknown October, 1913,
Pioneer building.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
ATTORNEYS
Visiting members
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
judgment will be ren FOR SALE
house are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
Bargain;
Heirs of Pablo Mares, the Unknown dered in said cause
Cashier.
Assistant
H.
Hoke,
Erie
you
Cashier.
Hallett Raynolds,
against
ell stable and fruit orchard;
city G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
Heirs of Ignacio Baca, The Unknown
HUNKER & HUNKER
by default and decree pro confesso en
water; three lots. 918 Lincoln ave
UnHeirs of Precillana Baca, The
A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunker.
George
therein.
tered against you
Attorneys-at-LaKNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
known Heirs of Estevan Baca", The UnThe attorneys for plaintiff, in the
The above
2390.
Meets
New Mexico
in
NO.
ITY
COUNCIL
known Heirs of Luciano Baca,
Las
Vegas,
entitled cause are Francis C.
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
Unknown Heirs of Francisco Baca, Wilson whose postoffica and business
DENTISTS
first and third Mondays of each
The Unknown Heirs of Epimenia Ba- address is Santa Fe, N. M., and Steph FOR
RENT Rooms for light house
at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
month
ca, The Unknown Heirs of Teofila en B.Davis, Jr., whose postofflce and
keepin, 721 Fourth street.
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Fiers-maBaca, The Unknown Heirs of Gavino business address is East Las Vegas
Dentist
A. D. Tillman, FinanBaca, The Unknown . Heirs of Pilar New Mexico.
President;
FOR RENT Desirable light house
of
work
Dental
V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
Mrs.
A.
The Unknown Heirs of Francisany description at
Baca,
cier;
hand
, Witness
and the seal of
my
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
keeping rooms, modern. 1030 Fifth 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
moderate prices
co Trujillo, The Unknown Heirs of the said court this 19th
street
day of August,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street, Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 136:
Diego Padilla, The Unknown Heirs of 1913.
East Las" Vegas, New Mexico
East Las Vegas, N. M;
Bartolome Martinez, The Unknown (Seal)
LORENZO DELGADO,
FOR RENT Five rooms furnished
Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000
Heirs of Josefa Marquez, The Un
Clerk.
modern, centrally located. Inquire
known Heirs of Cesarlo Marquez, The
Mary R. Allen, 1012 Eleventh street.
The
Unknown Heirs of Juan Marquez,
IN THE PROBATE COURT
AcOur Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and
Unknown Heirs of Juanita Padilla de State of New Mexico, County of San FOR RENT Two room
furnished
Marquez, The Unknown Heirs of Ro- - " Miguel. No. 12.
commodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.
house. 921 Lincoln.
of
Unknown
Heirs
saria Marquez, The
From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
IN THE MATTER OF THE ESTATE
Juan Trujillo, The Unknown Heirs of OF BERTHA HVEEM, DECEASED. FOR RENT Furnished
despription No impurities, no air, nothing1 but Pure Ice,
417
Cottage.
Unknown
Heirs
Tomasa
The
MAY
TO
WHOM
IT
Trujillo,
CONCERN:
Time
on
Paid
Eighth Street.
Deposits
- 20c
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
per 100 lbs
of Jesus B. Marquez, The Unknown
Notice is hereby given Jiat the
lb-5- ,
25c
1000 to 2000
each delivery
per 100 lbs
Heirs of Benito J. Marquez, The Un-- j final report, accounting, and petition FOR RENT Five room
cottage on
40c
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery.
per 100 lbs
known Heirs of James J. Whitney, The for discharge cf M. af. Sundt, admin
Mil. Phone Purple 5301.
50c
Caroline
Anna
Unknown ellirs of
istrator of the Estate of Bertha
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery
per 100 lbs
of
Heirs
The
has
filed
Unknown
with
Hveem,
been
deceased,
Houghton,
Juanita Padilla de Rodriguez, The Un- the Probate .Court of San Miguel Professional Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
known Heirs of Feliciana Padilla, The County, New Mexico, and that the
1200 Lincoln Ave
Phone Main 227
Unknown Heirs of Refugia Padilla, 10th day of September, A. D. 1913, General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Facial
Treatment,
Manicure
Massage,
Court
has
been fixed by the said
for
The Unknown Heirs of Salome PadilPlaza Hotel
la, The Unknown Heirs of Chepeta the hearing of objections to the same
Padilla de Valdez, The Unknown Heirs and for the. final settlement and clos- Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
RETAIL
of Jesus Padilla, The Unknown Heirs ing up of said Estate.
BEAUTY PARLORS FOR LADIES
The Unknown " Witness my hand and seal of said
of Teodoro Padilla,
20c per 100 lb
2,000 .lbs-- , or More, Each Del very
'
Heirs of Fred Z. Salamon, The Un- Court this 13th day of August, A. D. Mrs. Little has opened rooms at 918
25e per 100 lb
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
Lincoln Ave. for Face and Neck Mas
LORENZO DELGADO,
of H. Z. Salamon, and 1913.
Heirs
30c per 100 lb
known
Each
200
lbs.
to
1,000
Delivery
lbs.,
j
sage. Only latest methods are emThe Unknown Claimants of Interests Clerk of Probate Court, San Miguel
....40c
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
per 100 Ibt
ployed. Hours from 10 a. m. to 5 p.
County, N. M.
In the premises adverse to the plain50c per 100 lbs
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery
m. No work done on Saturdays extiff, (being the premises hereinafter (SEAL)
Price 50c
cept by appointment.
described), defendants in the above
A
at ladles'
made
for
work
Appointments
entitled cause.
NOTICE TO WHOM IT MAY CONm.
homes
to
9:30
6:30
from
p.
CERN
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice. the Purity
You, and each of you, are Hereby
Price $1.00
Notice is hereby given to whom It
notified that the above entitled cause,
lasting Qualities ot Which Have Made Las Vega Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
of
in which you are defendants and Hen- may concern that Frank Roy, the unHUMOR, eavd
28th
on
was
WT. Kelly Is plaintiff, has been comthe
appointed
dersigned,
ry
v
CARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
menced and is now pen'mffg in the day of March, A. D. 1913, AdminiAND
Judicial
Fourth
strator
of
J.
of
the
Estate
D.
of
Osborne,
court
the
district
SIGN PAINTING
District of the State of New Mexico, deceased, and all persons . having
sitting in and for the County of San claims against the Estate of said D.
N. O.
Miguel, the general object of said ac J. Osborne, deceased, will present the
of
429 GRAND AVE.
tion being to quiet the title of plain- same within the time prescribed by
deslaw.
FRANK
ROY,
to
in
certain
and
premises
tiff
Administrator.
cribed In plaintiff's complaint and to
Sometimes the symptoms of kidney
obtain a decree establishing his said
and bladder trouble are so plain that
title and barring and estopping each
no one can mistake them. Backache,
NOTICE..
one of the defendants in said cause
La Jara Hunting and FlBhing weak and lame back with soreness ov
The
HOLY LAND
da. search out the people to wnom among a: -Classllle1!
from having or claiming any right, title ciub has
leased the La Jara and Tip er the kidneys, sharp pains, rheumat
dull
and
or interest in or to the said premises
disturbed
ism,
those who MIGHT BT the particular thlg Is worth most.
lakes, which are the two northern- sleep, are allheadache,
of a trouble
indications
or any portion thereof; plaintiff also most of th
group of Kroenig's lakes
so
That property you want to sell Is WORTH MOST vo
asks for general relief and for judg- of the Ten Lakes Land rompany. No that Foley Kidney Pills will relieve
$1.50
'
rjuickly and permanently. Try them.
SEASON TICKETS
.
merer
woald
and
i
hear
this
In
ads.
aswspaper
ment for costs.
who
the
reads
person will be allowed J n,mt or O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
in the comdescribed
were
Store.
The
Adv.
here.
advertised
It
unless
mem50c
premises
TICKETS
property
your
SINGLE LECTURE
fish upon this property except
Involved
plaint In said cause and
bers of the club, and all persons goSubscribe for The Optic.
35c
Others, who read and ana rer ads. In this newsier waat (aa
CHILDREN UNDER 12 YEARS
therein, and as to which plaintiff
there must be prepared to show
ing
deare
anxious to pay eash tor) books, automobiles, used maehlmary
are
seeks to establish his title,
a membership card in this organizaand
furniture, articles of usefulness of any tort, and musleal iv
scribed as follows:
Otherwise they will be arrest- fililCHESTER
tion.
PILLS
.
struments.
That certain tract of land and real ed for trespassing.
UK IiiAHUttI HKANIt,
A
I.fultinl Ask your OraarjrlHt for
In
the
and
being
( UobpK.tcislMmond lfrund
THE LA JARA HUNTING
As the classified ad, art read by all poU bayaia, of all p
Tales of "Honey and Tar" from West Mlddleton, Ga., writes, "I had a rack-In- g estate, situate, lying
!')!! In Krd ni Wid mrtaiJiAX
boxes, tealel with Blue Ribbon. V
and East
lagrlppe cough and finally got re- County of San Miguel and State of
AND FISHING CLUB.
tort of thlags, they save com to be finders of ths beet
sible
no
Toke
other. Buy of
Druifirirt. Askfor 111.4'in.yourTP
Wm. Lee, Paskenta, Calif., "says, "It lief taking Folry's Honey and Tar Com- New Mexico, commonly called the Los
BRA
NO
for
llAttNl
in
no
flJjX
other
your family
'.sivw universal satisfaction and I use pound." Use
!St, A) ways Reliably
years known as Best.
Trigos Grant, lying In Townships 14
SOLD 5Y DRUGI'STS EVERVWfltfiE
only Foley's Honey and Tar Com- and refuse substitutes. O. G. Schaefer and 13, North of Range 12 East, and
for
Subscribe
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Flnch'B Golaen Wedding Rye, gej
In wood. Direct from the distillery
to you. At the
lbby, of course.
Adv.

The most notable marriage license
ever granted In the court house was
issued yesterday afternoon
when
Francisco Garcia, aged 76, and Ber- gina Trujillo, aged 71, applied for a
license. They were married yesterday evening.

i ? Mango Peppers

STEARNS' STORE
an address at the
"Mountalnalr Chautauqua.
Mr. Ely is well known as a brilliant
and forecful orator and his addess
will doubtless be of much benefit to
the students.
Roberts-delivere-

BIGGS IS CONVICTED
IN WHITE SLAVE

(Continued Prom Page One.)

d

R. NORRIS WILLIAMS WINS
Newport; Aug. 21. It. Norris Wil
defeated
liams, Jr., of Philadelphia
William Johnson of San Francisco in
the feature match today of the all
comers' ' tournament, three sets to
one. The scores were
The Williams-Johnsomatch was late
in starting. Williams played brilliantand the
ly, taking the first set
set
defeated LeRoy,
McLoughlta

C W. Wesnen came w Las Vegas
yesterday from his ranch near, the
Harvey ranch with the information
that he last week killed a ground
hog on the summit of Elk, mountain.
Mr. Wesner now disputes lie saying
that the ground hog cannot be found
west of the Mississippi river.
The Lubln Motion Picture company
on account of the cloudy weather has
had some difficulty in completing
Mr. Fielding's
Rattleplay, "The
snake," but expect to have it finished
by the latter part' of the month. Each
morning when the sun shines brightly
the work progresses but a cloud forces
the company to ieave its work.

Sundt this morning received
a telegram informing him of the mara telegram from her brought word
riage of his daughter Bertha to A. P.
today that she would appear voluntarGaines of Boston.
The wedding took
ily at the pleasure of the court. Juror
Bliss was questioned minutely today
place last night at Boston. Mrs.
Caines Is well known in Las Vegas
about his conversation with Mrs. Lane
and left here only three weeks ago for
and ;!fter a conference between Judge
Van Fleet, the acting United States
Wisconsin where she visited for a
short time and then going to Boston
attorney, and special counsel for the
Before the big match started on the where she was united in matrimony
government in the
cases, a citation was issued for her Grand court Strachan, the California last night.
presence here next Monday.
youngster; Johnson of, the Davis cup
- team, and Clothier, this year's dark
?
Mr. and Mrs. D. L. pledger, dog
horse, had all won their matches in
Dlggs Convicted on Four Counts
and
burro, arrived in Las Vegas this
sets.
Strachan defeated Bull
There were six counts in the Indict straight
from San Francisco, on their
morning
New
of
York,
ment and the Jury found a verdict of
New
to
York. They are making
way
Johnson defeated Brown of Newguilty in the first four. Each count
the trip afoot. The trip is one of
.
port,
carries a maximum penalty of five
Clothier defeated Pate of Brooklyn, the most unique that has ever been
years and a minimum of one year.
taken. Mr. and Mrs. Pledger were
61.
Megs, his wife, father, mother and
The match was the most brilliant married last March at Han Francsico
his three aunts, Mrs. Drew Caminettl
the tournament to date and aroused and decided then to take a honeyof
and Mrs. Anthony Caminettl were in
much enthusiasm among the 3,000 moon trip from that city to New York
court, waiting for the verdict. Digss
afoot They left San Francisco on
was pale and his wife, showed the ten- spectators. Williams' placing along March 21 and expect to arrive In New
sion she was under by the twichting the side lines and cross court shots York some time in November. They
of her lips, the tension about her eyes were the features of his playing. The make
stops at each city they visit,
Calif6rnian made his stand in
find the lessened bloom of her rich young
thus
their journey a lengthy
making
the third set, when he outplaced and
'
color.
one.
un
the
But
outforced
Philadelphia.
There was no demonstration of any
der the bombardment he lost his judgsort when the expected blow fell.
ment of angles and distances. The
The following civil service examifourth and deciding set was the most nations will be held In this city on
sensational of the match. Williams' the dates mentioned: September 15,
won foT him.
entomological assistant, male, salary
RALPH
C. ELY
HILL placing
MeLoughlin and Clothier won their $2,250; electrometallurgist, male, salmatches in straight sets today and ary $3,000; professor of pharamacol-ogy- ,
NORMAL
ADDRESS
will meet tomorrow in the Grand
male, salary, $4,501) September
court.
17: Preparator of textiles, fStaale, salary $C0 month; press feeder, salary
STUDENTS SOON
25 to 27
cents an hour; examiner
LAID
CORNERSTONE
of surveys, male, salary $1,200 to
Albuujiierriue, N. M., Aug. 21. The
statistical clerk,, salary $900 to
PRESIDENT OF 5.TATE
FAIR TO cornerstone of St. Anthony's orphanassistant In botanical labora$1,200;
TIME HIS BOOSTING TRIP TO age, which is to be erected north of
LAS VEGAS TO DATE WHEN HE the Indian school, was laid yesterday tory work, male, salary $1,500; record
examiner, male, salary $1,500 to
MAY SPEAK to BOYS AND GIRlS. afternoon
i,
by Rev. Father A. M.
September
Preparator in
S. J. The ceremony, although
$60
per month;
Ralph C .Ely, president of the stt.te private and attended only by a few entomology, salary in
forest
assistant
products,
engineer
fair commission, will shortly make a of tfcose most directly Interested in
male, salary $1,200 per annum. For
to
Las
Vegas for the purpose tof the work, was impressive in its simtrip
all other information concerning these
boosting that institution, but will so plicity. In the crypt of the stone were examinations
inquire of J. R. Lowe at
time his trip that he will be able to placed copies of the local newsappers
the local postoffice.
address the young men and young la- of yesterday's date, several pamphlets
dies who are students at the Normal descriptive of Albuquerque and of New
'
University.
Mexico, pictures of New Mexico In
This was the news brought back dians and other articles which may CHARLES SUMNER DIES
from Mountainair by Dr. Frank H. H. be
interesting to people tone hun
Jtoberts of the local institution. Dr. dred years hence.
BY HIS OWN HAND
6--

M. M.

6--
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sec-on-
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$1,-50-

$1,-80-
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AT SANTA
ATTHEHQME OFTHE BEST OFlEVERYTHING EATABLE

WE ARE EECEIVING DAILY

CALIFORNIA, COLORADO

AND
NEW MEXICOFRUITS AND VEGET-

ABLES. Peaches, Plums, Pears, App-Ls- ,
Apricots, Ctvnteloups. Watermelons. Celery, Radishes, Lettuce.
Onions, Green (L Wax Beans, Cauliflower, Summer Squash, Tomatoes.
Cucumbers and New Cabbage.

Sft?GMAF& HAVil

CO. STORE

ROSA

IN DEVELOPMENT
OF
PIONEER
SHOOTS
WAS
STATE
SELF;
THOUGHT TO BE DESPONDENT
BUT MOTIVE UNKNOWN

PRICE RELIABILITY

PERSONALS

SOUNDS theKEY
NOTE OF OUR.

Mr. and Mrs. Murray Carlton of
Wagon Mound were visitors here today.
Mrs. H. B. Willis of Chapelle came
in last night foi1 a short visit in Las

ARRESTED

SUCCESS

Vegas.

Our

prices are
CHAVEZ, FORMERLY IMHarry Mossman of Sapello came in
PRISONED IN REFORM SCHOOL, yesterday evening for a short busiour goods so marked as
ADMITS HE DID WORK LAST ness visit in Las Vegas.
to withstand competition.
NIGHT FOR UKNOWN REASON
Mr. and Mrs. J. Mills of Denver
came in last night for a few days
We meet all special prices
This afternoon at 1:30 o'clock Chief visit with friends in Las Vegas.
of Police Ben Coles placed under arand vou get the advantage
William Groves of Lexington, Ky.,
rest the party supposed t.o have com- Is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. R.
of our reasonable pricing system all the time.
mitted last night's quartet of robhere for the next few weeks.'
beries, after having been informed of
Las Vegas people are fast finding out, they do not need
E. N. Kearney left this morning for
them only about seven hour. The Watrous, where he will be on a short
special prices at our store to get right value in furniture.
suspect arrested was Albert Chavez. business visit for the ucxt few days.
Chavez, who is about 20 years old, is
Mrs. Fred Anton arrived in Las
an old offender of the robbery game, Vegas yesterday afternoon from Hur"COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS"
toving served a term in the reform ley for a few days visit with relatives
school at Springer three years ago here.
for a number of 'similar robberies.
Jacob Gross of the firm of Gross
Chief of Police Coles spotted the Kelly C Co., was a business visitor
boy at the depot as he was about to in Las Vegas today from his home In
leave the city. He arrested him at St. Louis.
once. Chavez was accompanied by
Mr. and- Mrs. P. C. Sutherland of
his wife, a young girl to whom Chavez Chicago arrived in Las Vegas last
was married only three weeks aso. night and will be Visitors here for
They were taken to the chief's office the next few days.
and there the three suit cases that :
Harry Haskel, local ticket agent
were in the possession ?iT5vez were for the Santa Fe, will leave tonight
opened and the plunder that was for French, where he will take a simtaken last night revealed. On the ilar position for a few weeks.
way to the chief's office Chavez reMrs. J. C. Johnson returned last
fused to speak.
night from Albuquerque, where she
i
Every tfticle that was reported has been visiting her sister, Mrs.
stolen was, found In the grips. Chavez, Thomas Blakemore, for the past two
according to his own statement, has days.
cents up. First figures for January
led a straight life for the past three
Mrs., B. "H. Smith and daughter of LECTURE
COURSE
were: Pork. $19.(!"; lard,
products
In
years, living
Pueblo, Col, where ne Mulvane, Kas., arrived in the city yes$10.
ribs, $10.40. The closing:
was employed by a coal agency firm. terday evening and will remain here
were:
quotations
Mrs. Chavez was formerly Miss Ruth for several days at the guests of
WELL PATRONIZED
December
Wheat, September
Barr of Pueblo and was entirely ig- friends.
91; May
norant of lier husband's reputation.
Mrs. P. J. Emenaker and daughter
BY LOCAL MEN
December
Corn, September 71 ;
There was a pitiful sight in the chief's returned last night from Benton Har
May
office this afternoon when evidence bor, Mich., where they have been for
December
Oats, September
found.
of Chavez's guilt was
His the past few weeks visiting friends
GRATIFYING SALES ATTEND FIRST
May
young wife, hysterical, weeping un- and relatives.
DAY'S CANVASS OF CITY
FOR
Pork, September $21.02; January
controllably, showed that she was
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Tilton arrived
SEASON TICKETS
TO LYCEUM
$19.65.
quite ignorant of her husband's work In Las Vegas yesterday evening from
SERIES.
until that time.
Lard, September $11.32; January'
their camp in the Gallinas canyon.
Chavez has visited Las Vegas' be- They will reside in Las Vegas during
$10.95.
Miss Verna Vastine, personal reprefore and had been here this time for the coming winter.
Ribs, September
$11.55; January
of the Ridpath lyceum busentative
three days, during which, he kept a
,
$10.35.
Claude Harris of Fort Wayne, Ind., reau, arived in Las
Vegas yesterday
cl"e watch over the business houses arrived in the city yesterday and will
on business
and private residences he entered last remain here for several weeks as the morning for a brief stay
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
in regard to the coming lyceum course
and
Laem-mlnight
yesterday.
New York, Aug 21. Closing out of
guest of Mr. and Mrs. George
whose first attraction
comes
next
His only statement this afternoon
short contracts yesterday apparently
month. Miss Vastine, with Secretary
was that he did not know why he
L. N. McNeace, a well known merweakened the technical position of the
P.
Le
H.
Y.
Noir
C.
of
M.
the
A., this
committed the thefts. "I have kept chant of Levy, came in last night for
stock market and traders were not of
straight for the past three, years," he a short business visit in Las Vegas. morning made a canvass of the city a mind to support prices today. Recourse and
said. "I don't know why I fell back Mr. McNeace recently sold his place advertising the coming
newed selling from abroad, particularlast night."
of business at Levy to Louis Tripp of selling the season tickets. The suc- ly of Southern Pacific, was one of the
cess of their efforts this morning wa3
His work was clever in every re- this city.
chief influences in depressing quotaspect. The entrances made in each 'Mr. and Mrs. Ned Raynolds, Mr. very pleasing. Although only a smail tions. Announcement of a reduction
place showed that the intruder was and Mrs. S. B. Davis, Mr. and Mrs. part of the business section of the of $2 a ton in Steel billets provoked
old In the game. He will probably be Herbert Clark, Mrs. Hallet Raynolds, city was visited yet over GO season
selling of United States Steel and the
Ills wife was Mrs. Dl Magnin and Tom La Rue lert tickets were sold.
arraigned tomorrow.
entire
list continued heavy throughout
allowed to go free after the Inevstl-gatloSecretary Le Noir this morning anthis morning for Mora where they will
the
morning.
nounced that only 200 of these tickets
The quick work of tffe Chief visit friends for a short time.
News from Mexico threw no clear
would be sold in Las Vegas. He adreceived favorable comment.
on the situation there, and relight
vises all those who wish to buy the
Yesterday and last night proved to
of the advance In the corn
"HARVEY'S"
sumption
most
successful days
be one of the
reduced priced tickets to inform him
Famous
was
market
mountain
31st
ranch:
regarded an unfavorable.
or Miss Vastine at once.
ever known for crooks in Las Vegas,
fell to
Southern
Old
the lowPacific
old
Carrates.
management;
The stage of the opera house for
Four robberies committed within that
out every Saturday. Leave
est
since
the
terms
for
the
sale of
riage
record.
The
made
a
new
the
time have
Champ Clark lecture was sold this
anat
the
Union
were
or
Pacific
Plaza
stock
hotel.
Murphey's
store of O. L. Gregory, located on Cenmorning to a number of prominent
nounced.
Bonds
were
Irregular.
men. This lecture will be given next
ter street, was entered between the
Partial recoveries were made by
hours of 11 o'clock last night and 5
The Las Vegas public will be pleas- November. Plans are now under way
some
of the coalers and western
o'clock this morning and money and ed to learn that Mrs. F. L.
Reiman, to arange for Champ Clark to stop stocks showed
sluggishness of steel
other articles valued at approximately an accomplished vocalist, will sing a over In Las Vegas for everal days.
and the coppers kept the general mar$500 taken. The entrance was made solo at the illustrated lecture at the He will be shown the entire country
ket from making any pronounced headin the rear of the building through a opera house Monday evening.
The near the city should this honor be sewindow. The safe kept by Mr. Greg- slides to be used at this lecture are cured and will be the guest of the way upwards.
The market closed iregular. Sales
ory was opened and all the cash, with being shipped direct from Chicago prominent buusiness men during the
of
Western and Southwestern stocks
five watches valued at $50 each, taken. and will be the best that can be
time here. Undoubtedly the course
A $200 note and a $10 note were also
will be the greatest series ever pre- were made at concessions, especially
sented In Las Vegas and the sale of those affected by the drought in the
missing this morning.
same
that
the
the
hours
Between
tickets this morning shows that it corn and cotton states. Atchison and
Missouri Pacific were unusually actlve-anMoran
was
the
entered
will
place
be patronized.
Gregory
'Si
a point lower, and Illinois Central
curio store was entered by the back
It Is being given under Y. M. C. A.
A
A
two.
The general market wavered
door and articles valued at $20 taken.
auspices.
uncertainly toward the close. The last
The entrance to this place was made

C. ALBERT

Boucher grocery store the Epworth
league of the Methodist church will
hold a candy tiale.

Gjcuimbe
Chile Peppers

CONFESSESWHEf

o'clock tliis evening.

D.

Cauliflower

Celery

0:2S

Nxt Saturday afternoon at the

WE HAVE

Green Tomato

IJght automobile lamps at

Try a Jram of 03d Taylor Bourbon
'
at the Opera Bar.
Adv;

PIGALILLI

CHOW CHOV

QUADRUPLE THIEF
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

92;

95.

64;

70.

44;

47.

S7;

42;

e.

90,

IP MIT nv I

by the intruder reaching over the
transom of the back door and getting
the key to the rear door which was
hanging near the transom. The door
was then opened and the robbery

committed.
Between the hours of 7 o'clock in
the morning and 8 o'clock In the evening the residence of P. J. Emenaker
was entered through a rear window.
The -- loss at this place amounts to
about $75 according to Mr. Emenaker.
A suit of clotheB, an overcoat and a
large quantity of silverware was taken. Between the same hours the residence of M. R. Williams was entered
while the Williams family were absent
from the city. No losses are reported
from this place with the exception of
a purse containing a one dollar note.
The city police were notified of the
robberies this morning and at once
started a search for the thieves, Up
to this afternoon nothing had developed on the case as the thieves in each
case left no clew for the officers to
work with., All the cities north and
south of Las Vegas have been in
formed of the robberies and there is
little doubt but that the burglars will
be caught. It is thought one arty of
robbers committed all the depredat
'
Hons.

Santa Rosa, Aug. 21. Charles Sumner, a pioneer in the development of
New Mexico, died by his own hand
at his ranch four miles south of here
The body was discovered
Tuesday.
yesterday. The motive for the act
was despondency, it is thought, though
as be had no relatives and1 his business affairs were in excellent condition there is no reason known for deHe used a revolver to
spondency.
kill himself.
Sumner was 65 years old and had
resided here for more than 15 yea'S.
Prior to coming here fre was a resi
dent of Watrous. He was well to do
and acted, a director In the First National bank here. He also had larje
The city water waeon yesterday
cattle Interests.
evening received the first coat of
Sumner was a native of England.
paint In Its history.

BAKERY GOODS
THE BEST THAT

CAN BE MADE
We

a. re

hea

for fresh

Vegetables

and
Fruits in Season
STRAWBERRIES AND

CHERRIES EVERY DAY

1

'
SIGNS COLLEGE PLAYER
21.
The Brooklyn
Brooklyn, Aug.
National league club today announced

that it has signed Fred

Gross, captain,
second baseman and short stop of the
Leland Stanford University team of
California.
Gross batted .396 for his
college year. He will report next
'
month.

Amalgamated Copper
American Sugar, bid
Atchison
;
Reading
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
United States Steel r
United States Steel, pfd

PHONE MAIN 4 and 24

95,
90:

161.

152.
63
107

$68;

crop prospects

the chief

bull influences. The close was weak cents higher. Lambs $6.507.75;
wethers $4.50
with December at
a gain of yearlings $4. 755. 75;
5; ewes $3.504.75; stockers 4and

69?,,

shared in the upward course feeders
cf corn, opening figures being
to

OIUCIIFR

.

KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, August 21. Hogs, reCHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
5 cents
Chicago, Aug. 21. Corn again be- ceipts 5,000. Market strong to
came the center of attention today higher. Bulk $8.08.80; heavy $8.40
8.65; packers and butchers $8.40
and the market, nervous and excited,
8.0;
lights $8.508.80; pigs $5.75
scored a substantial advance. Open6.75.
to
ing prices were
higher,
Cattle, receipts 6,000. Market steawith December showing that range, at
dy. Prime fed steers $8.609; dress69
.
to
December quickly jumped t- - 70 ed beef steers $7.508.40; western
southern steers $5.10
steers
cents. Bull leaders took
cows
heifers $4.75
6.10;
$3.506.50;
some
of the leading houses addearly,
8.75; stockers and feeders $5.25'
ing largely to their already hie hold
ings. Continued dry weather in most 7.80; hulls $4.25(8)6.25; calves $5.50
9.25.
,
of the corn belt and talk of greatly
Sheep, receipts 6,000. Market 10
reduced
were

1.Wheat

C.

72
109

cent higher. December started
and advanced to 91. The,
close was weak with December at 90
a gain of .
December oats began a little under
support by the packers after a steady
opening with prices unchanged to 5
at

9091

$2.504.50.

EL PORVENIR
The Ideal Mountain Resort
Knones Main zo ana Olive 6174

j

'

